Chapter 5

Conclusion and Suggestion

In this final chapter, the major findings and the data analysis are briefly summarized. Recommendations for teacher and future researchers are also explained in the last section of this chapter.

5.1. Conclusion

The first research question investigates how the undergraduate students perceived $A$-aikem 3 model of group work presentation. Qualitative data taken from the students’ perception questionnaire is used to answer the question. The findings reveal that students have perceived positive perceptions on preferences and usefulness, individual accountability and positive interdependence after implementing $A$-aikem 3 model of group work presentation.

In the findings and analysis presented in Chapter 4, it is found that 77.2% students were consented to participate in $A$-aikem 3 model of group work presentation activities. This result showed that students had positive preference on the implementation of $A$-aikem 3 model of group work presentation. It means that most of the undergraduate students who have implemented $A$-aikem 3 models preferred to use this model because they found it to be very useful to engage in a cooperative learning situation and improve their learning process.

Furthermore, the undergraduate students also perceived individual accountability during the implementation of $A$-aikem 3 model of group work presentation. The findings reveal that 77.1% of the students have positive perception on the way that $A$-aikem 3 model of group work presentation can improve their attitude towards their work’s contribution inside the group and 88.2% of them think that $A$-aikem 3 model of group work presentation could enhance good
working relationships among students. These two findings indicate that individual accountability, one of the important elements in cooperative learning, had been positively perceived by most of the students.

The findings and analysis from the students’ perception questionnaire also revealed that most of them had perceived positive interdependence. The perceived positive interdependence can be seen from the results which are showing 80% of the students show positive views on level of fairness regarding the need of lottery in order to determine the role of each group member and 77.2% of the students have positive perception regarding the use of role division in A-aikem 3 model of group work presentation which can enhance their participation among group members. It means that role interdependence, one of the characteristic of positive interdependence, was positively perceived by the undergraduate students during the implementation of A-aikem 3 model of group work presentation.

However, the results shown from the questionnaire also found that A-aikem 3 model of group work presentation is considered as a complicated method to implement. This result means that A-aikem 3 model of group work presentation is a relatively complicated method to implement for these students. Meanwhile, the result also reveals that negative tension is felt by 51.5% of the students during the implementation of A-aikem 3 model of group work presentation which made the students could not concentrate on the preparation of their presentation. Consequently, 68.5% of the students realized that the mechanism of A-aikem 3 model of group work presentation is forcing them to read and master all of the material which is going to be presented and avoid reading the material partially. It means that 68.5% of the students realized the complexities and difficulties of A-aikem 3 model.
The second research question investigates the student’s positive and negative feedback on the implementation of A-aikem 3 model of group work presentation. The positive feedback from the undergraduate students indicate that A-aikem 3 model of group work presentation is preferred by students because unlike traditional model of group work presentation that tend to have low participation in among group members, the new model made them more responsible in term of group work and prepare the material that needed to be presented. In addition, some students think that A-aikem 3 model of group work presentation is useful to enhance students’ capability to perform and present better in a group work discussion or presentation.

Meanwhile dealing with the positive feedback regarding the use of ‘on the spot’ lottery to determine the role of each group member, the students think that the use of lottery is effective and fair. Thus, the use of lottery is helping the students to comprehend the whole contents of the materials that they have to present and make the students who rarely active during the presentation become active as they are chosen as the spokeperson.

However, some students also encountered difficulties during the implementation of A-aikem 3 model of group work presentation. The necessity to memorize all of the materials that had to be presented is considered as an intricate task for students to deal with. Another difficulty is dealing with time management regarding the group discussion before the presentation. Some students who have to work during their part-time job are having difficulties to manage their time with their group mates. The analysis of the findings found that negative interdependence might be the cause of those difficulties.

Despite some difficulties that the students perceived during the implementation of A-aikem 3 model of group work presentation, most of the feedback tends to be positive in
supporting the use of A-aikem 3 model of group work presentation as new model in group presentation.

5.2. Suggestion

For Teacher

It is important for teachers and students to select appropriate learning strategies and models for use in cooperative learning environments in order to improve student achievement, interaction, and positive attitude during cooperative learning. The findings of this study provide some implications for teachers who are willing to integrate cooperative learning activities and resources in their courses and for students who want to know the best ways to participate in group activities and how to interact with their group members productively.

First, teachers would be advised to include positive interdependence activities into their courses as it is one of the important components for fostering effective group work. Further, they should be prepared to help their students conduct their group activities effectively by facilitating the students’ cooperative learning activities throughout the course. In addition, teachers and students should be encouraged to implement cooperative learning models which promote positive interdependence and individual accountability rather than traditional group activities among the components of cooperative learning in order to improve student achievement in cooperative learning environments.

Second, it is recommended that teachers apply both positive interdependence strategies and individual accountability strategies to increase and facilitate student interaction effectively; in other words, these structured learning strategies, such as A-aikem 3 model of group work presentation, are essential for students to participate fully in group discussion activities. Specifically, the findings of student interaction in this study imply that positive interdependence
and individual accountability are important components for teachers and students to define a problem and advance their arguments when group members begin and activate their group discussion participation. They also imply that teachers and students should be recommended to choose between positive interdependence and other cooperative learning components when they struggle to proceed to the next step for structured and active discussion. Specifically, it can be more effective for teachers to choose several components of positive interdependence strategies, such as role interdependence, reward interdependence or task interdependence, in order to increase student interaction, especially when students do not know how to share information among their group members. However, it can be more effective if the teachers choose to focus on role interdependence strategies rather than task interdependence strategies in situations where students do not know how to negotiate meaning and construct knowledge during their group activities.

Third, teachers who are interested in improving positive student attitude toward group discussion and presentation activities are advised to consider the use of some components of positive interdependence strategies in group activities. Specifically, it is recommended that teachers help students perceive that they should actively contribute to, and be more aware of, their group activities by utilizing positive interdependence strategies such as goal-, reward-, role- and resource-interdependence strategies. In addition, they should be prepared to provide students with the information or evaluation about whether they can effectively cooperate with each other or not during their discussion activities. Facilitating and fostering semi-instructed cooperative learning strategies, by having the students present their group reports using selected role, are essentially required by the teachers.
Finally, teachers are recommended to organize both positive interdependence strategies and individual accountability strategies, and prepare their instructional materials thoroughly before group activities begin. If teachers fail to organize these two strategies or perceive specific methods for facilitating these two strategies in advance of the group activities or presentation, they may feel frustrated when students are not willing to actively participate in their group presentation or when they cannot find the proper means or methods to participate. These situations can lead to decreasing student interaction and negative influences on student attitude toward cooperative learning activities.

**For Further Research**

Future research can build on these findings to refine the instructional resources of A-aikem 3 model of group work presentation and offer specific perspective on positive interdependence and individual accountability strategies to enhance students’ effectiveness and extend the educational settings and academic areas to which they may be applied.

This study did not investigate the quantitative relationships between individual student characteristics and their achievement, interaction, and attitude during the implementation of A-aikem 3 model of group work presentation. Such individual differences in student characteristics may have had confounding effects strong enough to make the inference of treatment effects difficult to determine. Further research may provide insight on the role of such individual differences on these relationships and provide a means of modifying the activities to accommodate the profiles and backgrounds of specific students.

In addition, some findings related to students’ feedback in this study do not support the results of previous research that the use of positive interdependence strategies and group processing strategies can increase positive student attitude toward cooperative learning activities
(Brewer & Klein, 2006; Garibaldi et al., 1989; Jensen et al., 2002). By exploring this discrepancy in results between previous studies and this study and whether there are additional factors related to measuring student attitude toward cooperative learning, future studies can provide additional insights on the effective application of group work presentation in cooperative learning.

Moreover, this study did not investigate any instructor or teacher attributes, for example, the relationships: 1) between instructor’s perception and student achievement, interaction, and attitude, 2) between instructor’s self-efficacy and student achievement, interaction, and attitude, or 3) between instructor’s attitude toward the use of A-aikem 3 model of group work presentation and student achievement, interaction, and attitude.

Finally, this study did not investigate the effectiveness of positive interdependence-plus-individual accountability on student achievement, interaction, and attitude after they experience A-aikem 3 model of group work presentation. Previous research on positive interdependence has shown that combined interdependence strategies such as roles-plus-rewards are often a more effective influence on student interaction than any single strategy (Brewer & Klein, 2006). Therefore, future studies can provide additional insights of experimental research on effective use of A-aikem 3 model of group work presentation by exploring how students interact with each other when they receive combined interdependence-plus-individual accountability treatment in their group activities.
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